
P E R F O R M A N C E  A T  W O R K

Your success is based on your investment performance. Eagle’s 

performance measurement solution can help you validate your past 

investment decisions to support winning strategies for the future.  

We understand that quality data is paramount to accurate 

performance measurement; our data-centric approach provides 

firm-wide information consolidation, giving you the power to 

calculate and track your investment performance. Eagle’s solutions 

support your analysis and reporting needs across multiple functions, 

including portfolio and retail fund performance tracking, GIPS® 

composite and index data management, and equity and fixed income 

attribution. By leveraging Eagle’s implementation toolkit, and its 

standard calculations and reports, you can be up and running with 

Eagle performance quickly. Stay current and in compliance with 

today’s constant market, client and regulatory changes with Eagle’s 

performance measurement solution.
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B E Y O N D  L I M I T S  

Eagle Investment Systems has been delivering leading-edge solutions to the global financial 

services industry since 1989. Our Web-based data management, investment accounting and 

performance measurement solutions enable you to manage multiple lines of business on a global 

scale. Eagle pioneered the concept of the data-centric approach, which helps our clients attain 

consistency and transparency of their data to best position their organization to meet an ever-

changing business environment. Whatever your needs, Eagle’s team of experienced professionals 

will work closely with you to create and implement the right solution for your firm. Quality is  

at the core of all we do—from our people to our products we develop solutions that transcend 

time—providing a solution that is as valuable to you tomorrow as it is today. Explore why Eagle 

 is a provider of choice to the financial services industry.

E A G L E  I N V E S T M E N T  S Y S T E M S

F I X E D  I N C O M E  A T T R I B U T I O N

Eagle provides powerful capabilities specific to fixed income instruments. Eagle’s 

open performance calculation framework is leveraged to provide transaction-

based analysis and meaningful outputs to assess the impact of derivatives. 

Available analysis includes return decomposition at the bond level and relative 

comparison to a benchmark attributed to various factors, including currency, roll, 

parallel shift, curve reshape and spread. Our approach recognizes the need to 

explain specific risk factors that are determinants of bond level performance.

Methodology options for attribution include:
> Arithmetic
> Geometric
> Grouping substitution options
> Menchero smoothing
> Carino smoothing
> Currency conversion 
> Analysis to any grouping level
> Flexible framework to support custom analysis

A N A L Y S I S  A N D  R E P O R T I N G   

Eagle delivers powerful analysis and reporting capabilities, letting you create and 

deliver a full range of reports. Use Eagle’s tools to evaluate data from a summary 

overview to a detailed, rigorous analysis. You can opt to filter out securities 

dynamically, or according to a predefined set of criteria, to get a clear picture of your 

portfolio performance. Eagle’s reporting capabilities are designed to provide your users 

secure access to the information they need, along with the desired level of interactivity 

and flexibility. Our reporting structure helps you build the reports your various users 

and customers require—in the format they desire, whether printed, emailed or via the 

Web. Eagle’s information delivery tools help you communicate performance results in 

a meaningful way.

Eagle continues to set the standard for the industry with its powerful analysis tools. 

Eagle’s performance query tool was designed to retrieve, manipulate and present 

critical time series performance information. Eagle’s standard report package can help 

you quickly deliver required results and, by leveraging our Web-based portal, you can 

deliver that information quickly and easily to your investment personnel and clients.
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AT EAGLE, INNOVATION NEVER STOPS. WE TRANSFORM TECHNOLOGY INTO BUSINESS SOLUTIONS  

FOR DATA MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT.



B E Y O N D  I N N O V A T I O N :  P R O V E N  S O L U T I O N S 
F O R  P E R F O R M A N C E  M E A S U R E M E N T

Eagle’s performance measurement solution can support all of your performance initiatives, from 

employing our GIPS composite management solution to address tactical compliance needs to 

implementing the full Eagle performance suite to provide a strategic, enterprise performance solution. 

Our platform integrates accounting, performance and index data into clean and consistent information 

that you can rely on for fast and accurate performance calculations and analysis. The flexibility of our 

performance solution allows you to use the attribution methodologies and classification schemas 

that are most appropriate for your investment style. With Eagle performance, you can identify trends 

and deliver timely performance information to your investment professionals, providing an in-depth 

understanding of the drivers behind their performance. 

A CLEAR VIEW OF PAST INVESTMENT DECISIONS GIVES  

YOU THE POWER TO PLAN FOR THE ROAD AHEAD.

EAGLE SERVICE & SUPPORT 

Eagle is more than a software provider—we’re your business 

partner. Whether using standard tools or highly customized 

deployments, Eagle’s team of experienced professionals 

will work closely with you to develop the right solution for 

your business and implement it on time and on budget. 

Eagle’s service and support teams are dedicated to get you 

what you need, when you need it—from your project’s initial 

technical consulting and implementation phase, to the full 

range of client services management, including training and 

complete 24/7 global support. 

EAGLE ACCESSSM

Managing money, not technology, is at the core of your 

business. Eagle ACCESS, our application service provider, 

gives you a fully hosted and supported solution that fits 

your business, lowering your total cost of ownership, 

providing business continuity and reducing risk. Explore 

how Eagle ACCESS can let you focus on strengthening your 

core business without worrying about technology. 
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P O R T F O L I O  P E R F O R M A N C E

With your accounting, index and performance data centralized in Eagle’s data hub, our 

portfolio performance solution simplifies your audit, calculation, analysis and reporting 

processes, so you can focus on the exceptions. Eagle’s exception-based auditing, 

performance and analysis tools help you get control over your data and streamline 

support for high account volumes. Eagle’s agile solution allows you to determine 

portfolio performance using the return methods of your choice. Improve the accuracy 

of monthly returns by calculating and linking sub periods before and after significant 

cash flow(s), based on user-defined percentage of portfolio market value. With Eagle 

portfolio performance you can calculate and report performance that is appropriate 

for your investment product. Over forty ex post risk measures, such as Tracking Risk, 

Sharpe and Treynor, are available to assist you in understanding the risks you assume 

in achieving your performance.

Use industry standard calculations that are provided with our performance toolkit or 

customize calculations to handle specific data or reporting needs. Calculation options include:

With Eagle, security performance history can be regrouped by any security 

classification or attribute, giving you look-through analysis of underlying funds 

within an account. In addition to unlimited custom groupings, performance 

classification groupings include:

> Standard industry benchmark classifications
>  Performance groupings by any available security level attribute, such as: 

 - Duration 
 - Maturity 
 - Analyst 
 - Rating ranges

Eagle performance provides support for market-based and custom benchmarks  

at any level, ranging from security to total level, including:

> Modified Dietz
> Internal rate of return 
> Net of fees
> Before and after tax

> Local or base currency
> Long/short
>  With and without 

derivatives

> Market
> Linked
> Blended
> Floating

> Hedged
> Currency conversion
> Constrained
> Carve out



R E S U L T S

IN TODAY’S INFORMATION-DRIVEN WORLD, YOUR CLIENTS REQUIRE ACCURATE  

AND TIMELY PERFORMANCE INFORMATION. WITH EAGLE PERFORMANCE,  

YOU CAN DELIVER THE RESULTS THEY NEED.

R E T A I L  F U N D  P E R F O R M A N C E

Maximize Eagle’s groundbreaking technology and workflow capabilities to 

increase the efficiency and integrity of your fiduciary reporting and operational 

processes. Eagle’s automated tools and powerful calculation engine can help 

improve the efficiency of data collection, shareholder reporting and third-party 

distribution requirements. Eagle’s configurable rules-based calculation features 

enable you to deliver customized information to your clients. Eagle’s retail fund 

performance module supports performance calculations and reporting for mutual 

funds, offshore funds and unit trusts, providing you with the following features:

> NAV/Unit price-based performance calculations
> Before tax and SEC post-tax and post-liquidation returns
> Closed-end funds at NAV and at market price
> Net and gross of fee with optional adjustments for expense waivers
> Support for load, no-load and redemption fee adjusted returns
> Convertible B share support
> Support for various price types, such as open or close bid, ask or offer
 

G I P S  C O M P O S I T E  M A N A G E M E N T  

Tracking composite constituents can be a daunting task, but with Eagle 

performance you can automate your composite maintenance and calculate 

composite performance to improve efficiency and accuracy. With our extensive 

audit and reporting tools, you can produce detailed audit information on your 

composites to efficiently support your verifier requirements and provide industry 

standard measures of dispersion. Eagle’s solution can help you to keep track of the 

moving parts that make up your composites, capture new and terminated account 

information, and remain GIPS compliant now and in the future. With Eagle GIPS 

composite management, footnotes and disclosure statements can be incorporated 

within the reporting process.

>  Standard reports to support 
verification:

 - Composite listing
 - Changes to composite membership
 - Changes to account detail
 -  Lists of accounts within  

respective composites
 - Accounts not in a composite

> Composite calculations:
 - Asset weighted
 - Aggregate
 - Dispersion statistics 
>  Composite and firm-wide  

report disclosure management
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